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Top designs ‘astound and impress’
Winning houses in the
2014 Canterbury/
Westland ADNZ-Resene
Architecture Awards.

W

inning designs in the
Canterbury/Westland region
were announced last month at
the regional awards ceremony
for the 2014 ADNZ-Resene
Architectural Design Awards.
Categories include new homes,
interiors, alterations and additions, and
industrial design. On these pages we
feature the residential winners, as well as
a quirky interior.
‘‘Entries to the awards have had a
steady and impressive improvement,
which makes it even harder to select the
award winning designs,’’ observed
Architectural Designers New Zealand
general manager, Astrid Andersen.
‘‘Designers in the Canterbury region
have a rare opportunity to contribute
greatly to the rebuild of a city and its
suburbs. It is wonderful to see the variety
in designs and ultimately the way
Canterbury designers have embraced
this challenge.
‘‘As a whole, we are consistently
impressed by the creativity and
provocativeness of our members. They
face the challenges of design head on and
come back with amazing concepts that
astound and impress.’’

The judging panel included Dr
Andrew Barrie, Professor of Design at
the School of Architecture and Planning,
Auckland University; Dr Duncan Joiner,
Chief Architect at the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment;
and award-winning architectural
designer Graham Sawell.
Judges said that the strongest
category across all regions of this year’s
awards was small to medium homes. The
strength of this category demonstrates
the growing popularity of compact, well
designed homes that fit within a budget
and that prove that affordable homes are
able to showcase the best in design.
■ National awards will be announced in the Bay
of Islands on September 26.
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Sophisticated
solution: 385
Gloucester, by Greg
Young of Life Style
Architecture, was
recognised with the
Residential Multi-Unit
Dwelling Architectural
Design Award.
‘‘This four-apartment
development is
positioned on the fringe
of the proposed green
frame in Christchurch.
The apartments are
designed to maximise
the usable space
internally and in the
outdoor living spaces.
They’re open plan and
use expansive glazing.
The construction is
lightweight to minimise
the cost of foundations,
and the material palette
is oiled cedar with a
black frame,
frame allowing it
to naturally weather.’’
Judges said: ‘‘This
design brings
sophistication to the
problem of low cost
urban housing. An
efficient plan, simple
form and bold use of
materials.’’
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Natural beauty: Greg Young, of Life Style Architecture, won the Residential New
Home between 150m2 and 300m2 Architectural Design Award (sponsored by Gerard
Roofs), and Residential Interiors Architectural Design Award, for 338 Worsleys.
‘‘The home was designed to be a family home, with a bach aesthetic. It is in an
extremely punishing environment on the spur of a hill. Life Style Architecture
embraced this exposure and integrated the home into its environment. The material
palette utilises the natural beauty of oiled cedar, plywood, and sealed concrete,
framed with a black perimeter.’’
Judges commented: ‘‘These two crisp pavilions float on the landscape. Elegantly
resolved. The spaces inside these glassy pavilions are defined by large textured
elements of robust materials which create variety within a disciplined framework.’’
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p
Pacific tradition: Greg
Young, of Life Style
Architecture, won a
Residential Interiors
Architectural Design Award
with an international entry,
Marina Point, in Fiji.
‘‘This holiday home has
been designed for the use
of two New Zealand
families, and embraces
what is traditional in Fiji
rather than in New Zealand.
There are four bures with
separate functions which
are accessed individually
through boardwalks,
reminiscent of local resorts.
Construction materials
have been locally sourced
whenever possible, utilising
native Fijian timbers, woven
mats, and concrete –
playing to the strengths of
the local craftspeople, and
focusing on environmental
responsibility. The buildings
are also naturally ventilated
using louvres and breeze
ways, with rainwater
retention.’’
Judges said: ‘‘This vivid
interior conveys the mode
of construction of
traditional Pacific forms in a
contemporary language.
The house provides
luxurious living in a tropical
environment.’’
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Radical and quirky: SiloStay in Little River, by Pippin Wright-Stow, of F3 Design, won a
Commercial Interior Architectural Design Award.
‘‘Created by the team at F3 Design, the SiloStay is a collection of re-purposed grain silos
designed to function as serviced apartments. The apartment complex is situated in Little River
and comprises eight individual silo units, an accessible ground level silo, a high tech energy
generating silo, and an on-site waste water treatment facility. All aspects of the SiloStay
project are uniquely designed and custom made to create these grain silos with a twist.’’
Judges said: ‘‘This radical proposition is executed with finesse. Industrial materials and details
are invested with sophistication. It looks like a fun place to spend a night and to discover the
quirky details.’’
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